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I. INTRODUCTION

Gene expression studies have been carried out for decades. They are obtained from multiple tissue samples, and by comparing the gene expression expressed in normal tissue with the one in diseased ones, we hope to obtain a better insight into the disease pathology [1]. These expression studies applied systematic approaches to understanding the correlation between gene expression profiles to disease states or different development stages of a cell [2]. The technological advancement in molecular biology, especially microarray analysis, facilitates new discoveries in basic research on biology and medicine. Hence quantitative measurement of gene expression plays an important role in finding clues about the mechanisms of gene regulation and interaction [3].

There is an important bond between a computational model and gene expression data by taking gene expression profiles and its corresponding disease states or stages of cells into consideration. Although several studies, such as [4], have demonstrated the potential performance of ensemble machine learning in classifying gene expression, it is still an challenge task to some extent.

As biologists expect, gene expression data obtained via high-throughput technologies vary in different experimental environments, at different developmental stages or in different tissues. Hence the data is organised in a matrix known as a gene expression profile [2]. In this way, this matrix always holds a high dimensionality. Because gene expression deviates from normal composition in case that a patient gets cancer [4], one of the goals is to determine the difference between gene expressions, including tumor cells and normal tissues, with that high-dimension data. So far, a number of computational approaches based on different data have been developed and employed to address the difference between gene expressions [5–8]. In particular, numerous machine learning classification techniques have been used for the classification of cancerous and normal tissues.

For gene expression data, its high dimensionality and a relative fewer quantity numbers require much more consideration and specific preprocessing to deal with. There are several methods to reduce the dimensionality from feature space into the hidden space, such as feature preselection with non-parametric scoring method of [9], principal component
analysis(PCA) deployed in [1] and ensemble-based feature selection methods combined with the incremental feature selection (IFS) strategy in [10]. These research discussed about some potential ways to reduce dimensionality and drastically ease the computational burden.

However, to deal with these challenges, we would deploy in this paper a more general way in learning features from this original data and testing it with a valid data. We deploy a supervised machine learning model derived from Monte Carlo methods, local field [11, 12] and support vector machine(SVM) theory. Compared with other methods and models mentioned above, via this machine learning model, it’s been much easier to find patterns in high dimensional gene data and achieve a high accuracy.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a literature review of numerous machine learning classification methods; Section 3 outlines the supervised model and its core part; Section 4 describes results of our methods with comparisons with other methods, such as deep learning mentioned in [1]. Finally Section 5 concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Previously several researches have shown that ensemble machine learning consistently performs well in classifying biological data, and now that gene expression study has nowadays obtained some decent results, we could have a confirmed belief that with certain supervised and unsupervised machine learning techniques, the gene level classification would be achieved.

In [2], considering these two types of learning schemes, namely supervised and unsupervised learning, Tan et al. ensembled machine learning in classifying gene expression data on cancer classification problems. The conventional approach for such cancer classification is primarily based on the morphological appearance of the tumor. In this paper, they applied three major algorithms, single C4.5, Bagging and AdaBoost decision trees, to classify several gene expression datasets. However people would prefer herein is a common model and algorithm, which might become neural network rather than the learning schemes as mentioned in [2].

With regard to clustering approaches including hard and soft versions, Banu et al. has been trying to mine gene expression to predict gene expression patterns and assist clinicians in early diagnosis of tumor formation [13]. Using clustering techniques from data mining perspective is trying to reveal the similarity between genes or a set of genes with similar conditions. This normally leads to a consequence list of expression patterns.

On the other hand, a lot of research have been focused on gene expressions such as gene expressions based colon classification scheme(GECC) as mentioned in [3]. In that paper, authors proposed a novel scheme for gene expressions based colon classification with mainly two complementary ways. One is reducing its overwhelmingly larger size to smaller ones via chi-square, F-Score and PCA. The other is a majority voting based on SVM to classify the given gene based samples. The authors assumed that formulation of gene expressions would remove the redundancy and fit itself better for a SVM classifier.

In consideration of high dimensionality, in [3] authors performed four class-imbalanced classifiers including DLDA(diagonal linear discriminant analysis), RFs(random forests), SVMs and SVM-based correction classifier. The latter SVM-based correction classifier is based on SVM threshold adjustment(SVM-THR). However the paper only focused on imbalanced class data.

The recent studies about deep learning show that it has a powerful and scalable performance on high dimensionality datasets. Even though currently unsupervised machine learning and deep learning are mainly used in image and audio processing domains, [1] included additional properties of the data, where certain capabilities have been extended to facilitate learning in a very high dimensional feature space. The authors of [1] used gene expression as an example. They try to implement unsupervised feature learning methods in gene expression analysis other than tumor architecture and images. In [1] PCA algorithm is deployed in the first phase. As for the linear transformation of PCA performed in the data, the authors use an unsupervised feature learning method in the second stage to facilitate a capture of non-linearity of the relations between expressions of different genes, and to obtain more discriminating features. Furthermore, the second phase of feature learning approach is mainly focused on sparse autoencode. For this unsupervised feature learning method, in which the input is used as the target for the output layer [14], it tries to learn a function $h(x) \approx x$ that represents an approximation of the input data. And in order to perform the task of cancer detection and cancer type classification, the features learned in the two stages adding with some random raw features from the input are subsequently used with a label dataset for classifier learning. Softmax regression is deployed as a learning classifier in that paper.

Through this structure described in [1], typically with three or four layers, it shows a relatively high feasibility and applicability for high dimensionality of data. However it is a complicated system which takes consideration of parameters and structures, such as transfer function and framework, which uses sparse autoencoder.

What we present in this paper is a novel supervised learning model, which could deal with high dimensional data with a small quantity. Transfer function and parameters pre-setting would be much less important in comparison with the cost function. However it could be a common model for every kinds of datasets. With a general three layers network and simple algorithm for adjusting these parameters
units connection between input layer units $x$ and output layer units which we consider as neurons. Each layer is represented by three different groups of hidden layer. In Figure 1, $X$ represents a set of $x_i$. Here each layer is represented by three different groups of units which we consider as neurons. $W_{ij}$ is the weight connection between input layer units $x_i$ and hidden layer units $h_i$. Through a transfer function $f$, the output of hidden layer is defined by these parameter of each hidden layer units $b_i, \beta_i$. Formula (1) and (2) shows the exact working flow formula for this Figure. 1. The parameter named $\epsilon$ is one adjustment amount for training a normal neural network.

**III. ALGORITHM**

As for a normal neural network fitting into machine learning, it usually contains three layers: an input layer, a hidden layer and an output layer. This traditional model is shown as Figure 1 in which $\{x_i, y_i\}$ serve as input layer units and output layer units individually while $\{W_{ij}, W_{ij}, h_i, b_i, \beta_i, \epsilon, f\}$ contribute for construction of hidden layer. In Figure 1, $X$ represents a set of $x_i$. Here each layer is represented by three different groups of units which we consider as neurons. $W_{ij}$ is the weight connection between input layer units $x_i$ and hidden layer units $h_i$. Through a transfer function $f$, the output of hidden layer is defined by these parameter of each hidden layer units $b_i, \beta_i$. Formula (1) and (2) shows the exact working flow formula for this Figure. 1. The parameter named $\epsilon$ is one adjustment amount for training a normal neural network.

$$
 h_i = f(\beta_i(\sum_{j} W_{ij} \cdot x_i - b_i)) \quad (1) 
$$

$$
 y_i = \sum_{j} W_{ij} \cdot h_j \quad (2) 
$$

There are two critical methods for designing such structure: back-propagation (BP) algorithm [15] and support vector machine (SVM) method.

Derived from statistics theories, Monte Carlo Algorithm is previous considered as a broad class of computational algorithms that rely on repeated random sampling to obtain numerical results [16]. Because it is mainly used in three distinct problem classes: optimization, numerical integration, and generation of draws from a probability distribution [11, 12], we slightly revise it and adapt it to our supervised model.

As support vector machine plays an important role in machine learning, mainly covering function fitting, pattern recognition and even time series prediction [17, 18], in this paper we employ Monte Carlo Algorithm in searching for general vectors rather than support vectors. The goal is the same, that is to say, mapping data, as much and precise as we can, into this machine.

To achieve general vectors in this shallow network rather than a deep network with multi layers more than a single hidden layer, we skip the support vector and search these parameter directly by Monte Carlo Algorithm. As support vectors always act a good performance for its structure, Monte Carlo Algorithm deployed in this shallow network leads to a better performance step by step. And within a practicable accuracy and time consumption, this structure would finally achieve a perfect result for data.

All the parameters inside this structure could be adapted to different circumstances. To illustrate it, we fix parameters $W_{ij}$ between hidden layer and output layer. Within Monte Carlo Algorithm procedure, each time it would only change only one parameter from one same group if its cost function $\Delta$ shown as Formula. (3) leads to a better performance.

Since this algorithm is highly flexible and it can be directly applied with different transfer functions and cost functions, we propose this shallow neural network structure designed by the revised Monte Carlo algorithm.

A brief process of Monte Carlo Algorithm is shown as below. The entire parameters sets includes $\{W_{ij}, h_i, b_i, \beta_i, \epsilon, y_i\}$. The neuron transfer function is presented as $f$.

In this algorithm $W_{ij}$ still represents the matrix between input layer and hidden layer. $W_{ij}$ stands for the matrix between hidden layer and output layer. These two parameters are connection weights between two connected layer. $h_i$ is the relative output of each hidden layer units. And $b_i$ represents the bias of each hidden layer units. The $\beta_i$ shows the transfer function coefficient. $\epsilon$ is a correcting unit for each parameters used in Monte Carlo Algorithm. And finally $y_i$ represents the output layer units. This shallow neural network uses $\epsilon$ to adjust all the other parameters to fit data features. Each round a random parameter is selected and changed to a new value within its available interval. When it leads to a better result where we call it cost function $\Delta$, which means $\Delta$ reduces or holds, we accept this adjustment.

**A. Set parameters**

Set these parameters $W_{ij}, h_i, b_i, \beta_i, \epsilon, y_i$ to a random value within a fixed interval. This interval would be different due to its role in this structure.

**B. Change parameters**

Choose one group of the parameters from $\{W_{ij}, b_i, \beta_i\}$.

Randomly choose one parameter from this group, adjust...
it with the $\varepsilon$ and calculate $y_i$ and $\Delta$. If $\Delta$ is not becoming worse, then we accept this change and move on to next round. This step stops after a Monte Carlo Steps.

C. Repeat of above step to other parameters

Change to other types of parameters from $\{W_{ij}, W_{lj}, b_i, \beta_i\}$ after a Monte Carlo Steps.

D. Stop training

Repeatedly train this shallow neural network via B and C steps and stop when either a critical time runs out $t \geq t_0$ or cost function $\Delta \leq \Delta_0$.

This shallow neural network would can be applied practically to different scenarios such as function fitting, pattern recognition and time series prediction etc. Here we apply it with a high dimensional data which was used in [1] and [2]'s paper, the Colon Cancer data with 2000 dimensions.

We demonstrate the Colon Cancer classification system with a cost function shown as below (3).

$$\Delta = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (y_i - y_{i0})^2}$$ (3)

In Colon Cancer dataset, there are two main consequences. One is Benign, which means non-cancer, the other is Malignant standing for cancer patients. Since this dataset’s sample number is low, its dimension is extremely high compared to its number. We adopt the strategy shown in [1], 32 sample for training and 30 sample for testing. For pattern recognition, in this case, the output layer has two neurons. And further we set a separating margin $d$ for $\Delta$. It’s shown as (4).

$$\Delta = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( (y_{i1} \ast y_{i10} - d)^2 + (y_{i2} \ast y_{i20} - d)^2 \right)$$ (4)

Here $y_{i1}$ and $y_{i2}$ reprensent the output layer units, $y_{i10}$ and $y_{i20}$ represent relative labels of dataset. When consequence comes to Benign, $y_{i10}$ and $y_{i20}$ are $(+1, -1)$. Otherwise they are $(-1, +1)$. Since the Monte Carlo Algorithm in this supervised learning machine aims to get a local field separation, which indeed is the state of these two output layer neurons, there is a precondition: in case of $y_i \ast y_{i0} > d$, $\Delta$ doesn’t count this sample. Through this method, we could separate samples into a reasonable margin and get rid of an over learning condition.

In this Monte Carlo algorithm, cost function $\Delta$ is the critical factor. For different systems, it varies to fit the practical problem such as function fitting, pattern recognition and time series prediction. By designing different cost function, we could fit it to different situation perfectly. In next section we will discuss about Colon Cancer’s result.

IV. EXPERIMENTS & RESULT

Different from other methods such as deep learning, SVM, there is not pre-processing with datasets. In certain circumstances the noise, which is inevitably existing in datasets, becomes the main problems for models to deal with. With pre-processing, these original methods suppose they would get a better dataset without noise and process it for better performance as a result.

However, noises differs from each other and herein we want to evacuate it without any pre-processing. Actually within the local field theory according to [11, 12, 19], noise could be part of this model and facilitate this model’s building. In that case, we directly input the dataset into this shallow neural network. Hence we get an input layer with certain units, and accordingly the output layer is multi-or single units presenting different consequences. Cost function would be different for different datasets but finally it would fits well to these datasets if we simply seperated this high dimensional datasets into classification task and time series predicting task.

A. Dataset

As we presented, we are using the Colon Cancer dataset from [1, 2]. With that datasets, the input layer of this supervised learning model deployed in Monte Carlo Algorithm would be 2000 units and its outputs are two units standing for normal and abnormal symptoms. The hidden layer varies in neural numbers as shown in Figure. 2.

B. Model

As shown in Figure. 2, this is the original shallow neural network with 2000 units input, 2 units output and hidden neural varies from 600 to 6400.

C. Procedure & Pseudocode

Since there are lots of parameters positively changing for a better performance, which means a lower cost function
here, we chose \( W_{ij}, \beta_i, b_i \) as adjustment factors marked in Figure. 2.

**Initialization:**

Set \( W_{ij}, W_{ij}, h_i, b_i, \beta_i, \varepsilon, y_{io} \) to its interval values.
For \( W_{ij} \), it is randomly set by +1 or -1 for simplifying the model. And here \( h_i \) is 0 in initialization step while \( y_{io} \) stands for corresponding correct state with (+1,-1) or (-1,+1). And \( \varepsilon \) is set to \( \varepsilon_{0} \)

**Input:**

The original Calon Cancer Datasets has 62 units with 2000 dimension and is the direct input for supervised model. In this experiment, 32 units serve as training dataset while the rest 30 units are used as a test dataset.

**Output:**

In this model, a well-functional output layer is designed accompanied with a cost function. \( y_{io} \) is the originally state for 62 units. And it is used in two situations, one is for calculating the cost function which is positively decreased by steps, and the other is a valid state to evaluate the model’s performance.

**Cost Function:**

The key role of cost function in the supervised model would facilitate its performance and efficiency. In this paper we present a classification function, which is actually pattern recognition. So the cost function in this model is shown as Formula. (4).

\[
\text{Cost Function: } \end{array}
\]

It is much simpler in this experiment with an output layer is simplified within (+1,-1) and (-1,+1). \( \Delta \) is positively decreased in Monte Carlo Algorithm process and finally approximate zero. Here we set \( \Delta_{0} \) equals \( 10^{-6} \).

As mentioned in previous section, without pre-processing, we set the interval of \( W_{ij}, \beta_i \) to (-0.1,+0.1). The interval of \( b_i \) is (-1.0,+1.0). The deep learning method tries to locate a better set of initial arguments for training and adjusting. It could finally achieve a good and efficient training process. A proper interval of arguments would contribute a lot for Monte Carlo Algorithm, that is what we want to discuss more in future work.

We fixed \( W_{ij} \) to either +1 or -1. It is a random setting. Because in this supervised model, these two parameters \( W_{ij} \) and \( W_{ij} \) serve as two mirrors from mapping sample data to feature space, and eventually output space. It shows that regardless of \( W_{ij} \), by adjusting \( W_{ij}, b_i, \beta_i \), the mapping from data to output space achieves a good performance. And the transfer neuron function would be different in this system, however we only apply \( \text{tanh} \) function as it acts well.

According to local field theory, we set a prerequisites for cost function calculation in the supervised model. For \( y_i \) beyond +d or -d, it is dismissed for summing up in Formula. (4). And this \( \Delta \) needs to be calculated and updated everytime when any of \( W_{ij}, \beta_i, b_i \) is changed. With this method, we avoid the risk of over-fitting, and in order to make supervised model learning from datasets as much as it can, cost function \( \Delta_{0} \) is diverse according to different situations.

In Figure. (3), we set \( n=600 \) and its \( d \) value increased

\[
\text{Algorithm 1 Routing algorithm}
\]

**init supervised model:** Calculate Output Layer status \( y_i \) with a pre-setting values of all parameters.

**Calculate Cost Function:** Calculate Cost Function value \( \Delta \).

1: if \( \Delta \geq \Delta_{0} \) then
2: if step < MonteCarloStep then
3: \( \varepsilon = \text{random}(+\varepsilon_{0},-\varepsilon_{0}) \);
4: Select a random \( W_{ij} \) from \( W_{ij} \) matrix;
5: \( W_{ij} = W_{ij} + \varepsilon \);
6: update Output Layer status \( y_i \);
7: Calculate Cost Function value \( \Delta \);
8: while \( \Delta \leq \Delta_{0} \):
9: update \( W_{ij} \);
10: update \( \Delta \);
11: end if
12: end if
13: if step < MonteCarloStep then
14: \( \varepsilon = \text{random}(+\varepsilon_{0},-\varepsilon_{0}) \);
15: Select a random \( \beta_i \) from \( \beta_i \) matrix;
16: \( \beta_i = \beta_i + \varepsilon \);
17: update Output Layer status \( y_i \);
18: Calculate Cost Function value \( \Delta \);
19: while \( \Delta \leq \Delta_{0} \):
20: update \( \beta_i \);
21: update \( \Delta \);
22: end if
23: end if
24: if step < MonteCarloStep then
25: \( \varepsilon = \text{random}(+\varepsilon_{0},-\varepsilon_{0}) \);
26: Select a random \( b_i \) from \( b_i \) matrix;
27: \( b_i = b_i + \varepsilon \);
28: update Output Layer status \( y_i \);
29: Calculate Cost Function value \( \Delta \);
30: while \( \Delta \leq \Delta_{0} \):
31: update \( b_i \);
32: update \( \Delta \);
33: end if
34: end if
slightly. Therefore we get a well defined curve showing a joint powerful function by d and cost function.

As shown in Figure. (4), we fix d value to 1. In this certain separate margin, we increase hidden units number. The accuracy keeps a relatively high value as demonstrated in Figure. (4). And the results are actually the same with the result with a deep learning structure as shown in [1].

What we consider here contains not only accuracy achieved but also time consumed. As shown in Figure. (5) a time consumption curve demonstrate exactly how much time is consumed in the condition that hidden units increases. These results is based on an average value of ten times tests for each individuals.

With experiments, we find that when hidden layer contains 800 units, the system achieve a best performance with parameters’s interval fluctuations. As shown in Figure.
(6), d value is increasing while hidden layer holds a 800 units number. The value of d increases from 1 to 18 and the accuracy result stays around 84%.

As shown in Figure. (7), for a certain 800 units hidden layer, time consumption also varies from each other. However we discovered that it was much more efficient than other methods or algorithm mentioned above.

V. DISCUSSIONS

As shown in Figure. (8), authors in [1] tried to find a general approach for cancer detection from gene expression datasets. The proposed approach included feature learning and classifier learning. Authors demonstrated that high dimensionality(on the order of 2000 to 50000) in gene expression data was reduced by PCA. But considering PCA only performing a linear transformation on the data, the resulting extracted features are simply a linear function of the original input data. And for non-linear relations, the authors randomly added some of the original raw features to the PCA features to form an augmented data for unsupervised feature learning [1]. Hence there was a barely vague understanding about the real relationship between data and labels.

Instead of using PCA for a linearity dimensionality reducing, we directly input the original raw data into the supervised model. According to universal approximation theorem, an arbitrarily random function could be obtained by a single hidden layer network with a finite number of neurons. Here by applying \( \tanh \) function in the hidden layer as transfer function, we would extract the inside relations between datas from both non-linearity and linearity aspects. It is much more general to reproduce and apply it in different datasets. Monte Carlo algorithm deployed in the supervised model indeed facilitates this process, while cost function is an important part for stabilizing the structure and achieving a good performance.

As storage and analysis of vast amounts of biological data is growing in the current booming bioinformatics development, there is an obvious gap between sequencing throughput and computer capabilities in dealing with such big data [20], typically handling data sets that approximate 5 Mb per sequence in DNA microarray [21]. What bioinformatics want to obtain here is capturing those elusive bonds between different datasets and the corresponding states. We have now seen an embarrassing situation that the cost to produce data is falling dramatically, which means much more different datasets from different sequences are showing up, while the efficiency of analysis remains at a low level [22].

Thus, a stable and efficient computational method for this situation is desired. Through our current experiment, as shown in Figures (3), (4), (6), we have obtained some results in Colon Cancer dataset. Compared with the performance in [1], our algorithm achieves a stable and efficient results. It can also be extended to other datasets and to find much more bonds between gene expressions, including time series prediction.

With the idea derivated from Hadoop [20] and Monte Carlo algorithm mentioned in the above sections, multi supervised models deployed on different datasets are under consideration for future work in order to explore elusive bonds between these datasets.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we demonstrate a pratically simple shallow neural network to accomplish the supervised machine learning model on gene expression data. Deployed with a Monte Carlo algorithm, we could control the whole system moving positively towards a better result. And a well-considered design of cost function plays a key role in minimizing the risk of over learning and makes the system to achieve a result as good as deep learning.

The Monte Carlo Algorithm is realized mainly with a special strategy. Every time only one parameter would probably be changed and thus the relative output could be updated in a positive and efficient way, due to some tricks from matrix operation. In that way, the time consumption is under control and the pratical performance could be achieved.

So far we achieve a good result with a single supervised model on colon cancer dataset. With a voting strategy, it could be expanded to multi supervised model with Monte Carlo algorithm for a same problem and a better performance is in sight.

With the beneficial strategy of Monte Carlo Algorithm, we search for the best control parameter set rather than a best machine. However, as the datasets have been growing in a dramatrical speed both in number and size, bioinformatics is being considered a critical big data area. What big data aims not only to some real large dataset, but also to many other aspects [23, 24]. But what all the original algorithms or new emerging technologies could achieved on these gene expression datasets are still under
considerations and experiments. In future we will conduct this supervised machine learning model in more datasets, as well as time series prediction and function fitting areas.
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